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File then get here. We will upload best quality Tekken Tag Tournament 2 Psp Iso Download free of charge.Q: "This is not a well-formed C/C++ program" error I tried running C++ compiler with the following code: #include #include #include int main() { char* hello = "Hello"; printf("Hello%c ",*hello); return 0; } When I run the code, I got this: sh-4.2$
g++ main.cpp /tmp/cc1NvtGi.o: In function `main': main.cpp:(.text+0x33): undefined reference to `std::ios_base::Init::Init()' collect2: error: ld returned 1 exit status As I understand, I need to link g++ so I tried it like this: g++ -lboost_thread main.cpp I still got the error. I tried to use #include instead of #include , but it still doesn't work. A: It looks like you
are trying to compile a C++ program into C. Turn on language C++11 mode (see the GNU manual for that) and you should be able to get rid of the errors. Q: VMWare convert from Mac OS X to Windows XP I have a Mac 10.4.8 with VMWare Fusion 4.0.5, and I want to convert it into Windows XP for my niece. She's very familiar with the Mac, but not
Windows. The problem is that I can't upgrade the VMWare so that it can run Windows XP. It works fine on Mac OS X, but
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PPSSPP ISO Kanokou ps3 emu (exs. How to download Tekken Tag Tournament 2 PPSSPP Iso from any location? Tekken Tag Tournament 2 PPSSPP ISO file is compressed. To extract the file properly, you need to install " zarchiver ". Watch the step by step tutorial to download the .Q: Passing the "year" in milliseconds for this JavaScript date/time
class I’m using this date and time class for object-oriented JavaScript. It works well, but unfortunately there is no option for passing the time as milliseconds. I would have no problem with setting the date like this: const d = new Date(); d.setYear('2015'); d.setMonth('8'); d.setDate('12'); d.setHours(17); d.setMinutes(13); d.setSeconds(23);
d.setMilliseconds(0); But I have no idea how to pass milliseconds as year. This is how I use the class, without having any problems: const d = new Date(); d.setTimezone(2); d.setFullYear(2015); d.setMonth(9); d.setDate(12); d.setHours(17); 3da54e8ca3
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